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abilitiea for the two orientations of a nitrous axide molecule indicated alnost equal proba 

tically by the central molecules in the following arrangements 
NNO NNO ONN ONN 

:NNO: 
NNO 

NNO 
NO NNO and NNO :ONN: NNO 

NNO 
ONN 
lose to OK, each molecule can assume two states, so the entropy of a crystal containing N 

cules (a moles) will be 

* 
ONN ONN NNO ONN 

S kln 2= nk ln 2 

-Rx2.303 log 2 

8.314x 2.303 x 0.301 

=5.76 JK nol1 

The observed residual entropies of nitrous oxide and carbon monoxide at OK are close to the

above caleulated value. 

The occurrence of residual entropy in ice is also attributed to the molecular disorder at 0K. In 

ice crystals, each water molecules is tetrahedrally co-ordinated to four other water molecules by 

hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen atoms of each hydrogen bond can exist in either of two potential

energy minima. This enables the crystal to exist in many configurations at OK. On this basis, the 

residual entropy can be calculated to be 3.4 JK mol. This is in close agreement with the 

observed value. 

In solid hydrogen, disorder exists because of the persist�nce of the hydrogen molecule in 

excited rotational states through nuclear spin. 

Problem 1 : Caleulate the molar residual entropy of a cryrtal in which the molecdes can adopt 6 

orientations of equal energy at OK 

Solution: The residual entropy is given by, 

S=k ln W= nk ln W 

W= number of orientations 
where 

number of configurations = 6 

n=number of particles = N=1 mol 

Nk=R-gas constant 

8.314JK mol 

S=Rh6=8.314 JK mol" x 2.303 log 6 

14.89 JKmol 

PARTITION FUNCTION AND THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS 

We can utilise partition function' and distribution law to find the values of variou 

thermodynamie functions, as follows: 

(1) Intenal Energy, E 

The internal energy of a system of n molecules (in excess of that at the absolute zero), is given 

by. 
=nofo + 1161 +naE2t... tn,; t. 

=En 

* 
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ession (33) 

ure,P 

[Prom equation 

know that 

or 

Biterentia 

But 
fYe/AT 

Or 

26) 

Therefore, combining equations (25) and (26), we get, 

E nkT df 

E=nk? d logf 
dT 

For 1 mole, n may be subs�ituted by N (Avogadro's number), therefore, 

(27) 

E NkT d logf 
dT 

.(28) 

RT2 4 1ogf 
dT 

Exprcssions (23) and (24) give the value of internal energy in terms of partition function. The 

LAs =R/N ..(29) 

average of each moleculc, 

ekT2logf 

(2) Entropy, s 
From equation (13), we have entropy given by, 

.(30) 

S nk logf+ kAE 

Since B ,we have 

ITaking B =0 

S=nuk log/+ 

From equations (27) and (31), we have, 

(31) 

S=nh logf+ nkT0g 

Expression (32) gives the value of entropy in terms of partition function.
dT 

(32) 

(3) Work Function, A 

We know that, 
A E-TS 

Substituting the value of S from equation, (31), we have, 

A B-7a lg 
-nkT logf 33) 
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sion (33) gives the relation between work function and partition function. 
sure, P 

dA 
-P know that, 

erentiating equation (%3) with respect to volume, at constant temperature, we have, 
dv-nT(log 

P=nkTlogf) 

34) 

Erpréssion (34) gives the relation betwcen pressure and partition function. 

Heat Content, H 

Since, H-E+PV 

H-nkreogI+ Vnukrlogf 
dVT 

nkT ogi 
dV 

=nkT|logÉ).d logf1 
d log Td log V ...(35) 

=d log T and=dlog V 
Expression (35) gives the relation between heat content and partition function. 

(6) Free Energy, F 

We know that, 

F-H-TS 36) 
Substitnting the values of H and S from equations (35) and (32) in (36), we get, 

Tdlog(dlogf Gnklog Td log G=nkT -r|nk logf+nkaT 

=nkTd dlogf) -n�T logf-nkT? d logf 
dlogT|d log V 

d logf - logf .(37) dlog V 

As-nkTog-nkT dlogf 
dT 

Expression (87) gives the relation bebwen free energy and partition functio. 

7 Heat Capacity, C 

We know that, 

Cy 
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Diferentiating cquation (27) with respect to temperature at constant volume, we e 
dE The ab 

upy ene 

stal, w 

Cyn 
Expression (38) gives the relation between heat capacity and partition function. 

MOLAR PARTIMON FUNCTION 
In the above systems, we considered n individual distinguishable particles distributed m different energy levels and frepresented the molecular partition function. But for large seale systems, we have to take quantities in moles. 
Consider a system supposed to consist of a large number of smaller ones each with one mole of the substance. In other words, the individual unit here is not the molecule but a mole. Let the energy levels for the whole system be E, E2, Eg ..,E, , and let there be x such systems in total. In each of these systems, there are N (Avogàdro's number) number of molecules. Hence, the average energy, E, of such a unit is given by, 

IfZ is the partition function of these systems, then, 
Z=e/T 

Adopting the same procedure as used in deriving equaion (30), we get, 

dT (39) 
The function Z is known as molar partition function. 
According to equation (28), the energy of a mole is given by, 

E=NHTlogf= kre dlog/ 
dT 

On comparison, this leads to Z= f. 
The other thermodynamic funetions may be written as 

i) G=NT.d log[ 
d log V -logf 

"dlog -log 2 .(40) 

Gi) S=Nk logf+NET log[ 
dT 

h log 2 + krd log 2 
dT 41) 

ii) H- NET|og(d log1 
dlog Td log V 
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(d log ./dlg2 1og Tdlog 42) 
a ohove relations hold good for systems where all the molecules are distinguishable and can 

ery levels without any restriction, Thus, the relations would be true in the case of a 
where the diferent atoms oceupy fixèd localised positions in the structure. 

the molecules are indistinguishable, as in the casc of a perfect gas, the relation Z= 
uires modification, for we have taken too many possible arrangements of the particles, hence 

amber of distribution would be much less. The N-particles in a g mole are all 

tin guishable and these have N! permutations among themselves in as many energy levels. 
tence we should reduce the expression for Z by dividing it by N!. Therefore, for a perfect gas, 
istiogrishable particles), the molar partition function, 2 in the above three rolations should be 

Teplaced by /N. For a perfect gas, therefore, we have, 

S-klo 
=k log Z+ r log N ..43) 

G- Z/N -lo (i) d log V 

AT|dog =KT - log Z+log N!| 44) 

THIRD LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS AND PARTITION FUNCTION 

We can express the third law of thermodynamics in terms of partition function. As seen in 

preceding chapters we have 

S-S0 T ..45) 

At very low temperatures, 

S-80-dr, : Cp Cyl 46) 

For 1 mole of a gas, equation (38) becomes, 

Cy=Nra dlogt) 
dT v 

Jv 

Substituting this value of Cy in equation (46), we get, 

. dT 

By integrating this expression by parts, we get, 
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From equation (29) at constant, volume, we have, 

d log£ 
Cos 

(d logLdT 
Hence 

Sp-SoR log /r- log fol 
f temperature independent terms are introduced in this equation, we have, 

So-R log f=R log Eo 
where, go= statistical weight of the lowest energy state of the system. 

For a perfect crystal at OK, there is only one arrangement whích means go= 1. Hence 

So -0 which is the third law of thermodynamics. Equation (47) thus becomes, 

SaRlof .48) 
In general, we can write, 

SRlogf ...49) 

OPARTITION FUNCTION FOR MOLECULES WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF ENERGY 
It has bean observed that molecules are associated with energy of different types. All these forms of energy must be taken into account while mentioning partition function. 

Consider a system containing N molecules of the same kind. Al these molecules possess different forms of energy, e g., translational, rotational, vibrational etc. Let the different types of energy be represented by t, r and v... etc. 

The allowed energy levels of the ttype are E, t, E. 
The allowed energy levels of the rtype are e,Err,and so on for other types. 
The Boltzmann distributions will be represented by, 

N- 
N 

N=.eT 

and 

where ff and f, are the partition functions corresponding to t, r and v types of energy 
The total energy (E) of the system is given by, 

B, M+, N +,NP+. 
d NkT logh+MAT logf, +NATlogf 

NKTlog -d .60 
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s the net molecular partition when every molecule is capable of frecly taking any number 
s of energy we can assume that, 

E NTlogf 
.61) Comparing cquations (50) and (51), we get, 

.52) From equation (52), we can state that the net partition function is the product of the arate partition functions n respect of different types of energy independently oeiated with the molecules. 

PPLICATIONS OF PARTITION FUNCTION TO MONOATOMIC GASES 
Translation partition funetion 

The partition function f for a translational motion in one direction is given by, 

where&, is the translational energy of moleculo in x direction and B; is the statistical weight of 
each translational levet. 

As the statistical yeight of each level is unity, the partition function becomes, 

.(53) 
The translational energy is also.quantised, though the difference in the energy levels are'quite small. A particle would exhibit periodicity in translational motion only due to the impacts on the walls of the container. Consider a cube of lengthl. The molecule moving along r-axis will repeat its 

motion each time on traversing a distance of 2. Then if A is the wavelength associated with the 
matter wave, we have, 

nA=22. 
where, n is an integer. 

The translational energy (e) along x-axis is given by, 

where, c and p, represent the velocity and momentum of the moving particle. 

According to de Broglie, there is associated with any particle of mass m moving with a velocity 
c in a single direction, a wavelength A. Therefore, 

2 

h 
Tc*P: 

Hence, 

Substituting this value ofs, in equation (53), we get, 

The energy levels are so closely spaced that the variation of energy may be taken to be 
ontinuous and then summation may be replaced by integration. Thus, 

fg /RT = Zal-a* k8 mh/ar 
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nh2 or nh-al (8 mk) 
8 ml4 kT 

Put 

dn=8mkT" da 

Thereforc, 
0 

(8 mkT1 [From integral calcuhus]
h 

(2rumk1/2

Similarly, the translational partition function for molecule in three directions z,y and z at 
right angles to each other is given by, 

f=ft-fu-ft) 
-(2tumkT) ,I (2tmkT,I (2tmkT", 

h 

(2runkT2.v As =volume = V] ...(54) 

In the case of a perfect monoatomic gas, the molar partitión function, 

Z-TT 2mk/ 

2Tum&T3/2.v As Stirling's N= Or 

N 

log Z=N log UnkT2 Ve 

N3 
Or .65) 

N 

Problem 1: Calculate the translational partition function sor one mole of nitrogen at 2 atmospheres and 

27C, assunming the gas to bekave ideally. Gioen that: 
N=6.023x 10; = 1.38 x 10 erg deg mole";h= 6.624 x 10 erg see; R= 8206 c.c. atm deg mole 
Solution: From equation (54), we have, 

f -(2unkT"y_2tnk RT 
P PV RTD 

3/2 
|2 x3.14 x x 1.38x 107 x 300 x 82.06x 300 

6.023x 102 

(6.624 x 10}*2 

1.77 x 1o 

Problem 2. Caleulate the lruslational purtition function ofa noleeule of arygen gas at 1 atm and 298 K 

moving in a vessel of volume 24.4 dm". 

Solutlon Translational partilion function qu is given by equation f64) 
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V 

V 24.4 dm-24.4 x 10 m', I =3.1416 

T 298 K, &= 1.38 x 10 JK 

h=6.62 x 10 Js 

m=6.313 x 10kg for 0, 

2x 3.1416 x 5.313 x 10x 1.38 x 10"x 298x 24.4 x 103 
(6.62 x 10 

4.28 x 10 
Therefore, 10 quantum levels are thermally accessible even at room temperature for O2 molecule. 

Intermal energy of a.monoatomic gas 
The internal energy of a monoatomic gas can be obtained directly, as the rotational and 

vibrational energies are absent. 

Taking logarithms of equation (54), we get, 

log f=log P+ log eonki2.v 

C 
Differentiating this equation with respect to temperature at constant volumc, we get, 

d logf3 
2T .56) 

From equation (39), we have, 

d dT 

RT log 
dT 

Using translational partition function] 
. 

Entropy of monoatomic gas or vapour [Sackur-Tetrode equation] 
From equation (31), we have translational entropy given by, 

losf-klag Nlg - leg 

=R+Mt log (2rumkT3/2 Ve 
[From eqn. (55)| 

Nh3 

(Neglecting the statistical weight factor) 

(21umkT3/2 y.6/2 
S= R log or 

N3 

=R log umk)o2r 5/2. /2p 

NP As PV RTI 

Jt 
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R log 2ndM (ek5/26/2 

Nal2 3p As R=Nk;M=mM 

R log 12ek, R log M+Rlog -Rlog P - R log 3/2 3 
On inserting the valucs of natural constanta, we sce that the first term of eavation (57) i 

2.315 cal deg 

S -2.315+ R log M+log T-log P .58) 
Equations (57) and (58) are known as SackurTeirode equations. 
In the above equations (57) and (58) we have not taken the contribution to the partitiBon 

function due to the possible electronic state, but we have considered the concentration of translational energy only. If the former concession is also taken into account then equation (58) 
becomes, 

S,-2.315+Rlog M+ log T-log P+log fe 
where,f is the electronic factor. 

If the pressure P in equation (58) is taken as 1 atm., the entropy is that of the particular substance behaving as an ideal gas at this pressure, and hence represents the standard entropy, S°. Equation (58) then gives thc standard molar entropy of the gas in the same units, ie., cal. deg mole. Thus, 

S-2.315+R log M + log T-log P+ log f ...(59) 

Problem 1: Calculate the entropy change of one mole of helium when it is heated from 300K to G0OK at constant pressure. 

S-Rhs -R log ATS S=R NP Solution: 

where, A 2 (cky5/2 

Now, Scoo-R log A. GO05 

S300R log (A. 300 

G0oS2 

aS=Rlos 300 
1.08 x2.303 logj 2-3.43 cal deg mule 

PARTITiON FUNCTION FOR DIATOMIC MOLECULES 

Rotational partition function 
The partition function for rotational energy of a diatomic molecule is given by 

, e", IRT ..(60) 
From quantum mechanical principles, the rotational energy (e,) for a diatomic molecule at the 

Jth quantum level is given by, 
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+1)- 
8 T 

ere, I= moment of inertia= 2 

As axcis of rotation is defined by bwo coordinates, wbich means that there are two rotational 
aTEes of freedom. Bach quantum level of rotation will bring in two possible modes of distribution 

f rotational energy. Thus, the statislical weight factor in tha rotational level J is given by 
pJ+ 1), Hence, introducing the above arguments, we have from equation (44), 

f= (2J+1). e-/ (W*1yh°/8 12IhT 

Since the levels are closely spaced, the summation can be réplaced by integration. Therefore, 

27+ 1)edU» ) 
8 I.k T.dJ 

(2+1)erU+ 9. dJ .61) 

.B 2 
8 T 1 T where, 

Suppose G=J(J+ 1). On differentiating it we get, 

dG= (2J+ 1) dJ 
Hence, equation (61) becomes, 

f=0PdG 
8rd 1 kT 

The value off, is valid for heteronuclear molecules like NO, HCl etc, whereas in the case of 

homonuclear molecules like Oz. N2 etc., where the molecule when reversed, becomes 

indistinguishable from initial state, the partition function 'is to be divided by the number of 

symmetry viz., 2. Therefore, 

f.=8I}T 

2 h2 
In general, when the symmetry number is o, the partition function is given by, 

...(62) 
oh2 

CBquation (62) holds good for diatomic molecules, othor than hydrogen and douterium) For 
lyatomic molecules, the principles involved in the evaluation of the partition function are quite 

similar to those desuribed for diatomic molocules. It is, however, supposed that ground state of the 
polyatomic molecule consists of a single electronic level, and that excited states make no 

contribution to the total partition funetion. At all reasonable temperatures, the rotational levels of 
molecule containing more than two atoms are occupied suffciently for the behaviour to be virtually 
classical in characterkAssuming the molecule to behave liko a rigid rotator, the rotational partition 
function, excluding the nuclear spin faclor, for a non-linear molecule is given by. 
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f8-(8 ABCET/2 
where 

where, A, B and C are the moments of inertia of the molecule with respect to three perpendicular 
axes. For some molecules, eg., NH3, PClg, CH Cl, ete., two of the three moments of inertia are 
equal 

Table-1. Moments of inertia of polyatomic molecules 
Molecule Moment of Inertia 

Co 71.9 

N0 66.9 

CoHa 23. 

CHA 5.27 
CCu 

5.20 
HoO 

1.02, 1.90, 2.25 x 10 
H2S 

2.68, 3.08, 5.76 x 1040 
NHs 

2.78, 2.78, 4,33 x 1040 
GH Cl 

5.46, 614, 61.4 x 1040 
For spherically symmetrical molecule, eg., CH4, CC4 etc., the values of A, B andC are equal. Ifthe non-linear molecule is planar, e.g., CgHg, H,0 etc.ythe sum of two of the moments of inertia is equal to the third, i.e., A + B = C. 

Problem 1: Calculate the ratational partition function of Hi at 0°C. Given that: 
h 1.38x 10 erg deg mole:h= 6.624 x 10 erg sec. 
R=0.206 ce. atm. degmole;G = 2; I=0.459 x 10 g cm 

Solution: From equation (62), we have, 

8x(3.14 z 0459 x 100 x 138 x 10-16 x 273 
2x (6.624 x 102 1.554. 

Problem 2: Calculate the rolational partition function for hydrogen molecule at 300K. Moment ofinertia 

of hydrogen moiecule is 4.50 x 10 kg m", symmetry number a = 2. 

Solutlon The rotational partition function is : 

9, 8 I kTI ah? 

=8 3.1416 (A.59 x 10 kg mÓ(1.38 x 10 JKx300 K 
2 (6.62 x 10 Js 

1.71 

Hvibrational partition function 
The partition function for vibrational energy of a diatomic molecule is given by, 

8y.eAT 
As the statistical weight of ench vibrational level is unity, we have, 

...63) 
At the nth quantum level, the vibrational energy of a diatomie molecule is given by, 
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where v= fundamental frequency of vibration, 

n = an integer, 0, 1, 2,3 ... etc. 
Therefore, from equation (63), we have 

=e(1/24 v IkT 1+e7hv Ik T+e2hv/KT"4terihvikE+. 
=/2v/ T (1-e-iv E)-1 .64) 

As(1-'=1++e +*.. +e"t.. 
The quantity hv/kT is very sinall and as a first approximation, 

f=(1-ehv /4T-1 
Phe value of v is equal to co, where c is the velocity of light and o cm is the vibration frequency in wave number of the given oscillator. Hençe 

-1-henu 

= f1-e439 orT; as hec o l kT=1.439 / T 
Table-2. Vibration frequencies of diatomic molecules 

Molecule cm Molecule Cm 

H2 4405 HCl 2989 
D2 3119 HBr 2650 
O2 
N2 

1580 AA 1141 
2360 2309 

Cl2 565 CO 2168 
Bre 323 OH 3728 
2 214 NO 1907 

Problem 1. Calculate the vibrational partition function of molecular hydrogen at 300K, ássuming it to be 

harmonic oscillator. Given that o = 4405 em". 

Sqlution:We have; f=( -e.439 a / 7-1 

(1-43) x 4105 7 S00=(1-1.23-= 1.0000 

) Electronic partition function 
Many mongatomic.as.well.as.polyatomic molecules have multiple electronic ground states.In 

other words, in their.normal states.there.are two.or. more difterent.clecronic.levels with energies 
so close together, that they may be considered.as a.single level with a statistical weight factor 
greater than unity.in addition to this, there may be some exc1ted electronic states whose energy 

may be considerably greater than that of the ground states. As we increase the temperature, such 
excited states become more and more occupied. Hence, electronic partition function is greater than 
unity and varies with kemperature The statistical weight factor lor cach electronic level, normal 
or excited is equal to weight factor for each electronic level, normal or excited is cqual to (2+ 1) where j is thé resultant quantum number of thc atom in the gven state. Hence, the electronicpartition function ) is given by 

f=(2j+ 1) e /kr 
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where, e is the energy of the clectronic state in excess of the lowest state, i.e., the ground state. In 
* 

the ground state, ¬. = 0, therefore, e becomes unity, 

Por helium, neon etc. and mercury, the value of j in the lowest energy state is zero, hence 
(2+ 1) becomes unity since no higher or excited level is required, therefore,f, becomes unity and 

so can be disregarded. 

VII] T 

For diatomic molecules and other atoms, one or more electronic states above the ground state 
arc considerably ocupied cven at normal temperatures and so the appropriate terms must be 

included in the partition function. For exauple, in the lowest state of chlorine atom, ie., when 
E= 0j=3 not very far above this is another state wherej = 1/2. Thus, he value of f, is given. 

by, 
-2x1oIAT,2+e,/47=4+2r5 'T 

where, E1 is the electronic energy of the upper level in excess of the value in the ground state. 

At higher temperatures, other terms for higher electronic levels have to be considered. 

According to quantum theory, the energy, E_corresponding to a frequency of vcmis 

represcnted by, 
E vhc 

where h is Planck's constant and.cis the velocity of light. For chlorine, it has been found from 
the spectrun of atomic chlorine, that the separation of two lines frequencies in wave numbers 

differ by 881 cm. Substituting these assumptions, we get, 

fe =4+2e-881 hv IhT 

=4 +2e1268 / T 

Problem 1.. Calculate the electronic partition function of atomic chlorine at 300 K. 

Solutlon We know that, f, = 4+ 2e1256 /T 

4 +2l208 7 300 4.029 

[IVj Complete partition function 
The complete partition function of a diatomic molecule is expressed as, 

f=fxfxf 

(2 Ttmk T".Ve 8 IkT-iv IkT (1-vikT 
Nh3 oh 

[V Rotational energy 

The rotational energy of a diatomic molecule is given by, 

=NLT2d log /, 
dT 

NETlog (8 I kTl ah) 
d 

= NkT= RT .(65) 

[VI Vibrational energy 

The vibrational cnergy of a diatonic molecule is given by, 
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log f B,-NRT NATew/241--hvlAT1 
Nav 

.(66) 

MI Total energy 

The total internal energy is given by, 
E E+E,+Ey 

RT+RT++Nv N ehvIk T 

hT 1-ehvET 

ehv/T 

-RT++Nv vIAT 1-hvAT 

VI Rotational entropy 
From equation (31) we have, 

E 
S,tnk log , 

S,=R+NK lo8TITR lor 8 TIk Te 
o2 

or 

-R|1+log 8IAr) 
oh2 

=R (1+log 8+2 log n + log I+ log k +log T- log a-2 log h) 
Substituting the values of , h, k and R in the above equation, we get, 

S,4.576 (logl+ log T- log a+ 38.82) (67) 
For a non-linear molecule, the rotational entropy is given by the following relation, after 

proceeding in the same way as above, 

S-Rog 8 (8 T ABC2 (a 73/2 

For a non-linear molecule, E,=RT 
Extracting the constants and converting the logarithms, in the usual manner, we see that, 

1 S-4.576 log ABC+log T-log a + 58.51 (68) . 

Problem 1: Calculate the rotational entropy of CO at 25°C, if I =14.48 x 10g em and a=1. 

Solution: From equation (67), we have, 

S,=4.576 10og 14.48 x 10)+log 298-1+38.82]. 

=11.24 cal. deg." mole 
Problem 2: Calculate the rotational contribution to the molar entropy of ammonia at 25°C, if the moments óf inertia are 2.78 x 10, 2.78 x 10 and 4.33 x 10gm. cm, symmetry number = 3. 
Solutlon From equation (68), we have, 
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S,-4.57611/2.log (2.78 x 10x 2.78x 10x 4.33 x 10 

+3/2.log 298-Jog 3+58.51 

11.5 cal deg" mole 

() Vibrational entropy 
Ev We know that, Sy=+nk log fv 

Sy V Nhv ehv/kT 

kT2 T 1-hVTT+Nk log (1 -e-hv IhTi-1 .(69) 
or 

Problem 1: Calculate the total standard entropy of nitrogen gas at 25°C. Given that1 

Vibrational frequency = 2360 cm; Moment of inertia = 13.9 x 10g cm 

Solution: Since the ground stnte of molecular nitrogen is a singlet level, fe is unity, and the molecular weight being 
28, the combined translational and electron+c entropy, the latter being actually zero, is given by eqiatian (43.3) as, 

s-2.315 198bg 23 208 
= 35.9 cal. degmole 

The vibrational frequency is 2360 cm and hence hc ulkT is 114. Insertion of this result in equation (50.3) givesa 
value for S, that is negligibly small. The vibrational contribution to the entropy of malerular nitrogen at 25*C may thus 

be taken as zero. 

The rotational entropy (S,) is given by equation (67) taking o = 2; as the nitrogen malerule is symmetrical. 

S,=4.576 log 13.9 x 100+ log 298-log 2+38.82 

= 9.8 cal. deg male 

. The total standard entropy = 35.9+ 9.8 

45.7 cal deg mole 
Problem 2: Calculate the vibrational contributions to H, S, C and G for Oz(s) at 25°G. The vibrational 

frequeney = 1580.2 cm 
Solution: Firstly, we will calculate the vaue ofz. 

x= hw/h= hc /k 

h 6.626 x 10 Js, c=2.998 x 10 ms 

1580.2 cm =1580.2 x 10 n 
k= 1.3806 x 10 J 

(6.626x 10 JX2098 x 10 max1580.2x 10 m 
1.3806x 10 JK 

2273.64 KK 

Por 1 mole of gns, 11, = 8.314 JK molx 29R K-2273.64 K/298 K 
exp (2273.64/208)-1 

9.18 Jmol»0.009 kJ mol 

S8.314 JKmo 2273.64/298 

p (2273.64/298)-1 

= 0.036 Jmol 

. 
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0,-H,-7 

9.18 Jmol -298 Kx 0.036 JK mol 

-1.26 J mo 

EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT AND PARTITION FUNCTION Assigment 

We will now express the value of equilibrium constant (K) of a reaction in terms of partition 

ASSimert 

action. We knoar that, 

B-Eg-RT2 d iog/ 
dT 

where Eg is the zero point energy of the N molecules, while E is the total energy of the same 

molecular species. 

Since the total internal energy of an ideal gas is independent of the pressure at a given 

temperature, the values E and g can be replaced by their standard state values E° and °g, 

respectively 
E-E=RT2 d logf0 

dr Thus, 

=tRT? 4 1Ogf 
dV 

We also know that, 
G E+PV-TS=E+ RT-TS 

G-En-RT log 
.(70) 

If the pressure of the gas is unity, the value of G and f can be replaced by their standard 

values G and f°, respectively. Thus, equation (70) becomes, 

GP-Eo-RT log 

_ -RTlos 
.(71) 

The left hand side is known as free energy function of the substance. 

We know that, 
H=B+PV=E +RT 

.(72) 
*'*** * 

When the substance is in its standard state, then equation (72) becomes at OK, 

H'o=E As T 0 

Substituting this value of E°g in equation (71), we get, 

-HoRlog T 
..(73) 

The quantity is also known as free energy function of the substance. 

Consider the gaseous reaction: 

L+mM+ nN t. pP + qQ +rR t. 

in whicb 
AG (pGp+qG°q+r°n t..)-(IGL+ mG°M +nG°Nt.)(74) 

P 
, 
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3N de 

atox 

10 If equation B4) is aplied to the substances L, M, .... and P, Q etc., we g 

three 

G Ho,-RT log 

f'M GM HM-RT log N 

G'=HONRT log 

Cp HoP-RT log 

G=HoQ-RT log 
G'R=H'oR -RT log 

N 
Substituting these values in equation (74) we get, 

AG=1p H°oP-RT loga Hog-RT log OR-RT lo 
f 

f 
= {(pH° OP t qH° ORt rH°oR t..)-(H° OL. t mH OM +nHont.)) 

-RT log °NP.F°q/N.F°R/N .. -RTlo8 /N.F'u/Ny".(°n/N 
= ?'o-RTlog /NP.f°q/N .F°R/Ny... 

°/NY.F°u/Ny".U'n/Ny .. We ave, AG-RT log Kp 

log K AG° 

log K,=al -RT log p/NP.F°g/N)*. f°R/N 
F/N.°M/N". (°y/N 

or 

logNP.e/n.U'/Na RT F/N.FM/N" . f°n/N". 
p/NY:/N."p/N* RT (F/N}.u/Ny".F°w/N" --x(A /RT (75) 

This is the expression relating the equilibrium constant in terms of partition funetion. 
HEAT CAPACITY OF SOLIDS AND PARTITION FUNCTON 

The atoms in the crystalline solids ure arranged in one set pattern and, therefore, have only vihrational motion, the electronic levels are assumed to be unexcited. For a single atom, there are 
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